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What we do

Enterprise Design Associates is a global network of expert practitioners and 

consultancies, helping our clients succeed with ambitious endeavours. We support 

change agents with a custom cast team of experts, using our framework and approach 

developed with organizations of all shapes and sizes.

Innovation

Co-creative and collaborative work on future scenarios, supporting expert innovation 

squads and facilitating adoption by engaging and involving all relevant actors.

Transformation

Mapping existing system structure and dynamics for a thorough understanding of the 

context, then developing and sharing visual mappings of the transformation required.



How we work

Drawing on experience with a large variety of challenges, sectors and settings, we 

rely on a blend of four elements to make our client engagements successful.

Facilitating collaborative co-creation 

sessions through thoughtful workshop 

design. With our expert network and Google, 

we develop Enterprise Design Sprints, an 

agile co-design methodology based on GV’s 

Design Sprints and adapted for complex 

systems.

Visual mapping techniques expressed in a 

simple common notation adapted to your 

challenges. Our approach combines a 

generic Enterprise Design Modelling 

Language with a set of standard templates, 

and guidance to develop and integrate 

individual mappings.

Expertise on demand, training and 

mentoring to build capabilities in our client 

organizations and partner network. We are 

matching client challenges to skills of our 

expert network, and we run Certifying 

courses in Enterprise Design. 

Tools, guidelines and resources to create  

custom workshop designs and visual 

mappings. Since 2012, we are continuously 

developing the Enterprise Design Framework

as a toolkit with a global community of 

practitioners.



Engagements



What happens if you don’t design your enterprise?                twitter.com/entawk



#entawk

your call
is important
to us!



#entawk #brand

John Gøtze



Source: Pew, Edelman, Gallup, Eurobarometer
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yes

#entawk #trust

Gerry McGovern

Me & My Friends

Organizations



#entawk #csr



#entawk

#ux #cx
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yes

#entawk #empex



#entawk #bpm 

Hotel SOP

(432/1500)

1) Always designate a Group Coordinator from the Front Desk prior to arrival.

2) Liaise constantly with the sales Group coordinator for information.

3) Check that Arrival Registration cards have been prepared for the group along with the 

rooming list for signature.

4) Check all Relevant correspondence has been read and briefed during the staff briefing.

5) Check Group Billing instructions and cross check the billing instructions entered on the 

Property management software.

6) Once Priority group rooms have been allocated, cut rooms keys for arrival.

7) If Group is arriving at one time then all rooms must be allocated and all keys cut.

8) The number of keys per room must match with the occupancy of the room.

9) Insert Key Cards into key card Jacket and place on the tray along with rooming list.

10) Print traces report for Front office and read the instructions given.

11) Choose an appropriate group check in area according to the following:

Size of the Group / Block / Wing the group is staying / Transport to the hotel / Time of 

check in

12) Registration cards  along with Keys should be kept in Alphabetical order.

13) Sufficient stationary / Pens must be kept ready for guests to sign their registration 

cards.

14) Welcome Drinks and cold towels should be prepared so they may be served on arrival. 

And accurate number of Drinks to be pre ordered so that the room service supervisor is 

aware of this requirement.

15) The Bell Desk / Concierge must be kept informed of the group arrival time and the 

following needs should be coordinated: Luggage Tags are ready. / Luggage delivery plan is 

organized.

16) Their Duty Roster has been prepared taking into consideration the group’s size and 

Arrival Time.

17) All changes with the group arrival time check in area and group size to be given to the 

concierge.

18) Collect wake up call for the group from the tour leader.



#entawk #marketing #cx
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Airbnb



Numbers



Something special



Impact

Haaretz on Airbnb
in Tel Aviv



“We need to do 

Design Thinking!”

Some CEO



In love with Post-its™
http://99u.com/videos/55967/natasha-jen-design-thinking-is-bullshit

http://99u.com/videos/55967/natasha-jen-design-thinking-is-bullshit


In love with

process



Enterprise



Enterprise as value chain

Michael Porter



Where do we fit?

Michael Porter



What is Enterprise Design?

Design: the rendering of intent 
Jared Spool, founding principal of User Interface Engineering

Enterprise: an ambitious endeavour 
Len Fehskens, former editor of the Journal of Enterprise Architecture

Enterprise Design is designing enterprise structures, systems, and behaviours to 

realize an underlying entrepreneurial intent or purpose, in order to create and sustain 

meaningful enterprise-people relationships.



Enterprise Design Challenges

Design a smart enterprise to 
follow through on purpose and 
strategy

Design your enterprise with the 
customer experience at its heart

Design a responsive enterprise that 
engages your social community

Design a operational enterprise to 
deliver on your promises to users

Design an adaptive enterprise 
apt to deal with disruption

Design a connected enterprise to 
engage and empower your 
teams



Enterprises need to be excellent at Design: the Enterprise Design Spectrum

Innovation
creating and adopting 
something new

Transformation
changing what exists

Developing
Solutions

Uncovering
Opportunities

Michael L. Tushman:
The Ambidextrous Organization
HBR 2004

Roberto Verganti:
Design Driven Innovation
HBR 2009

Customer experience, digital 

transformation, agile architecture,  

compliance, disruptive shifts: 

enterprises are challenged to 

reinvent themselves and adapt to 

a complex, dynamic environment.

The Enterprise Design idea is 

based on the premise that such 

challenges are best tackled in a 

systemic, holistic fashion. 

It provides a structured approach 

to bridge intent with tangible 

results, towards a coherent 

outcome.



Enterprise Design helps navigating complex challenges

Big Small

Integrated
Local

System-wide 

Incremental

Disruptive

Isolated

Innovation

Transformation

SolutionsOpportunities

Customer experience, digital 

transformation, agile architecture,  

compliance, disruptive shifts: 

enterprises are challenged to 

reinvent themselves and adapt to a 

complex, dynamic environment.

These topics by can be 

characterized as Enterprise Design 

challenges: tackling them depends 

on

● engaging a diverse 

stakeholder group around a 

challenge

● making them collaborate 

on an ambitious endeavour 

(the shared enterprise)

● mapping a space between 

high-level and detailed 



Enterprise Design Stack

The Stack gives you a set of views as a practical 

navigation aid to understand and tackle enterprise 

challenges:

● A Big Picture high-level overview

● The Anatomy of the moving parts 

● A set of Frames for sense-making

● The Design Space of concepts 

● The Rendering to bring it to life

Enterprise Design helps realize the 

extraordinary contribution of holistic and 

systemic design practice; aligning and 

linking relevant conceptual and creative 

domains. 

This approach was first featured in our 2012 

book, Intersection.

http://intersectionbook.com
http://intersectionbook.com/


Enterprise Design 
Framework

Using the Enterprise Design Stack as a 

shared navigation aid, the Enterprise Design 

Framework features four specialized tools:

● A 360° Scan for data and insights for 

innovation opportunities

● Scenarios to map and model 

enterprise transformations

● A Design Sprint to rapidly design and 

develop innovative solutions

● A System to enable teams to 

transform their environments

Opportunities

Solutions

Innovation

Transformation



Enterprise Design Approach Innovation

Transformation

Opportunities

Solutions

1

2

5 6

3

7

4

Using the Enterprise Design Stack as a 

navigation aid across concerns and 

domains, our design approach follows 7 

iterative steps to be applied in a fractal 

fashion. 

From high-level strategic initiatives to 

applied Design Sprints or workshops, we 

always go through this process.

1) Engage stakeholders

2) Discover insights and data 

3) Define and frame challenges

4) Experiment and prototype

5) Validate potential solutions

6) Implement changes

7) Deliver and measure



Enterprise Design Stack

Opportunities

Solutions

Innovation

Transformation



Language



Constraints

Opportunities

Ideas

Questions

Concerns

Navigating a space of intermingled concerns



Using the Enterprise Design Stack

Look at everything 

that matters

Small diverse teams

Continuous 

improvement

Small iterations

Incremental delivery 

and fast feedback



Enterprise Design Stack

At the core of the 

Framework is the Stack, a 

structure of 20 aspects in 5 

layers to understand and 

design enterprises.



Enterprise Design Stack



Enterprise Design Approach

The design process model uses the Stack as a navigation aid for focused drilldown and gradual synthesis. Moving between 

stages and iterations is easy and communicative, and helps keep workshop leaders and participants focused on the challenge at

hand.



Stack

Example challenge framing using Stack aspects



Enterprise Design Scan

Opportunities

Solutions

Innovation

Transformation



Enterprise Design Scan

Qualitative Research User/Customer Research Expert Sessions Stakeholder Interviews

Quantitative Research Enterprise Top Tasks Enterprise Survey

Desk Research,
Baseline Modelling

Journeys, Processes Systems, Resources Objectives, Initiatives

Data Analysis Analytics, Behaviour Records, Data Models Unstructured Data, Metrics

Intent 
(Qualities)

Behaviour 
(Activities)

Structure 
(Entities)

Our research tool allows for a 360° inquiry of the enterprise, its inner workings, sourcing and market 

environment, blending different techniques for maximum insight.



Enterprise 
Design Scan



Enterprise Design Scan

As part of our Enterprise Design Scan, we establish direct, customer-centric evidence using a the Top Tasks 

Survey developed by our partner Gerry McGovern. Example data from OECD.

Give 

priority to 

a few top 

tasks

Tasks

Influence 

tiny tasks

Customer 

Top Task

% Vote

https://alistapart.com/article/what-really-matters-focusing-on-top-tasks


Enterprise Design Scan

Collecting input from participants up-front

Distributing self-study kits to gather 

stakeholder input.



Enterprise Design Scan

Collecting data from surveys and existing sources

Example data: Surveys and data analysis to inform 

the sprint, here culture assessment and Top Tasks 

surveys.

Example formats: digital and print materials for input sessions to prepare an 

Engagement sprint. Presentation via a touch screen, cards for participants to 

take according to their priorities.



Enterprise Design Scenarios

Opportunities

Solutions

Innovation

Transformation



Enterprise Design Modelling Language

When visualizing complex domains, there is a need to separate concerns while also 

making the links. To address this challenge, we use semantic models based on a 

standard modelling language (EDML). 



Enterprise Design Scenarios

Our Enterprise Design Modelling Language 

(EDML) allows a common language and 

traceability between decisions and teams.

Standard mapping templates include

● Strategy, Products and Markets

● Customer Experience and Journeys

● Service Design and Delivery

● Business Models and Architecture

● Process Design and Operations

● Organization Design and Structure

● IT Systems and Applications

● Agile Development and Delivery

supported platforms



Model qualities

with thanks to 

Sandeep Johal,

Leonardo Consulting

Syntactic 

Quality

Pragmatic 

Quality

Semantic

Quality

EDML Scope: 

link, integrate, 

bridge and 

translate

Model

Purpose

ArchiMate, 

BPMN, UML...

Dashboards, 

Charts

Lists....

Illustrations, 

Visual Thinking,

Diagrams...



Standard Language

Tools supporting EDML modelling

EDML is supported by GSuite Slides, PowerPoint and QualiWare (a semantic database-driven

enterprise modelling tool, allowing to manage and share a set of linked mappings on the web).



Enterprise Design Modelling Language (EDML)

Vocabulary to express your Enterprise Design

Stack Aspects to visualize key perspectives Relations to explore and trace the links

EntityQualityActivity 

Enterprise dynamics and 
behaviour:
Process, Task

Enterprise motivation and 
performance: 
Goal, Value, State

Enterprise structure 
and assets:
Entity, Concept

An element is related, 
connected or linked to 
another

Depicts a flow or sequence of 
behaviour from one element 
to another

An element is composed of or 
aggregates other elements.

Big Picture

Anatomy

Frames

Design Space

Rendering



Simple Mapping
Ecosystem Map for an 
Education System

Author

Marc Map
Version

0.01 / 2018-06-01

Mobile app Mobile app

Mobile app

Created with EDML, a tool of the 
Enterprise Design Framework

Young 
People

National 
Authorities

European 
Union

Career 
Services

Employers

Associations

Trade Unions

Communities

Education 
Institutions



Emotion: 
Safe, Happy, 
Surprised

Example Insurance Enterprise Map, a customized standard mapping of EDML

Customer 

Experience

Customer 

Journey

Delivery 

Capability

Business 

Processes

IT Systems

Author

Milan Guenther

Version

0.1 as of  2018-01-08
Created with EDML, a tool of the 

Enterprise Design Framework

Touchpoint: 
Bank visit, 
open the app 
+metrics

Story:
“I need to 
prepare for 
later”

Task:
Compare 
packages

Channel: 
Online / Offline, 
Web / Mobile

Operational 
Quality: 
Speed, 
Accuracy

Business 
Process:
Handle claim

IT System: 
CRM, PolicyDB

Function / 
Capability: 
Rate 
simulation

Message, 
dialogue

App/Website 
Screen 

Document, 
Piece of 
content

What is our role in our customer’s lives?

What happens in the field in daily customer interaction?

What capabilities do we have to build and develop in 

order to meet and exceed our customer’s expectations?                            

How do we implement the capabilities needed in our daily 

operations, business processes and IT systems?

Interaction 
Design for 
key 
scenarios

Organization 
Entity 
responsible for 
a process

Service 

Delivery

Where do we meet our customers, how to keep in touch?

What can we offer them? 

Service:
Online 
Consultation

http://enterprisedesignframework.com


Bertrand Busy

Characteristics

Bertrand travels a lot for his company. He 

expects swift and easy planning, and a 

painless and frictionless flight experience.

Likes

Top Tasks

Dislikes

Tools

Links

Author

Name Name

Version

3.51 / 2017-12-11
Created with EDML, a tool of the 

Enterprise Design Framework

Business 
Passenger

Loyalty 
Scheme 
Member

Sync with 
his calendar

New 
smartphone

Losing time

Get travel 
approval

Coordinate 
with 
colleagues

Speed
Having power 
for his laptop

iWatch

Day in the life

8:00 Brief for meetings

10:00 In meetings

12:00  Just a quick lunch with 

staff

14:00 Rush to the airport, 

finish deck

18:00 Go to business dinner

Comfort, 
silence

Airline food



Author

Name Name

Version

3.51 / 2017-12-11
Created with EDML, a tool of the 

Enterprise Design Framework

Ent-Air-Prise
Persona Library

Frequent 
Archetype

Bertrand Busy

Bianca Boss

Ned Nomad

Family 
Archetype

Ross Romance

Fiona Family

Barbara Baby

Explorer 
Archetype

Anita 
Adventurer

Samantha 
Student



Ent-Air-Prise
Experience Map

Research 
some 
options

Reason to 
travel: spring 
break

Actor

Consumer Passenger

Passenger 

Experience

Persona

Samantha Student

Share with 
friends

Discuss and 
tweak 

Make 
detailed 
plans

Travel
Arrive and 
get there

Follow up

Doing

Feelings / 

Questions

Opportunities

Talk to 
friends

I want to get 
away for a bit

Who is in, 
who is out?

Where can we 
go?

Too much 
waiting time

Watch TV

Check prices

Travel 
Websites

Dream of 
getaway

Inspiration
Collaborative 
planning

How to share 
and plan with 
my friends?

Share ideas

Refine travel 
plans

Plan 
itineraries

Look for 
accomodation

What can we 
do there?

Where is that 
Airbnb?

Travel Apps

Navigate 
local 
transportTravel

Local 
guidance



Research 
some 
options

Reason to 
travel

Ent-Air-Prise 
Pre/Post Flight Blueprint

Actor

Business Passenger

Passenger 

Experience

Journey

Functions

Interactions

Website / App 

Screens

Persona

Bertrand Busy

Author

Antonia Architect

Version

3.51 / 2017-12-11
Created with EDML, a tool of the 

Enterprise Design Framework

Share with 
colleagues

Obtain 
approval

Make 
detailed 
plans

Travel
Arrive and 
get there

Follow up

Decision-
making

Preparation
Landed at 
destination

Quality

Trending 
Company 
Destinations

Book a flight Send by email
Submit to 
travel system

Your flight plan
Your 
destinations

Rating

Inspiration Search Sharing Authorization Flight plan Guidance Evaluation

Browse 
options

Book a flight
Share travel 
plans

Submit for 
travel 
approval

Check 
approved 
flight plan

Find hotel or 
business 
location

Tell us about 
your flight

See In-Flight 
Blueprint

Awareness



Key Partners

Author

Name Name

Version

3.51 / 2017-12-11
Created with EDML, a tool of the 

Enterprise Design Framework

Suppliers

Ent-Air-Prise
Business Model Canvas

Key Activities

Business Initiative

All in one

Cost Structure

Key Resources

Value Propositions Customer Relationships

Channels

Revenue Streams

Customer Segments

Business 
Activity 

Airport hubs

Easy reliable 
affordable 
long-haul 
flights

Online and 
mobile

Frequent 
travellers

Personal 
customer 
service

Lean 
personnel

Aircraft costs Operations Ticket Sales
Additional 
services

Point to 
point transit

Explorers
Frequent 
flyer 
program

Travel 
sites



Care Delivery

Standard Mapping
National Healthcare Provider Capability Map

Care 
Administration

Planning and 
Funding

Pharmacy 
System

Hospital 
Productivity

eHealth 
Service

Reporting

Patient Level 
Costing

Ambulance 
Dispatch 
Reactivity

Recruiting and 
HR

Primary Care

Mental Health

Child Care

Support System

Policy 
Administration

Patient 
Information 
Governance

Activity Based 
Funding (ABF)

Social 
Insurance

Health Budget 
Administration

Clinical 
Prioritisation 

Patient 
Record 
Management

Systems
Mgmt

Monitoring

Patient 
Surveys

Cross-
Country 
Measuring

Monitoring 
Waiting Times

Capability Maturity

Author

Marc Map
Version

0.01 / 2018-06-01
Created with EDML, a tool of the 
Enterprise Design Framework

Meets expectations

Below expectation

To be improved



Example for a Custom Blueprint

To-be Service Lines for a UN 

Agency, (including “...” for gaps), 

their delivery through digital 

channels, and their link to mission 

success and engagement of key 

actors in the agency’s ecosystem.



Example for Vision to Execution: capturing objectives, measures and expected results

Communicating a new and agreed Digital Workplace vision and agile delivery model
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Enterprise Design Sprint 

We developed a set of variables to adapt GV’s original Design Sprint Methodology to environments facing 

enterprise and market complexity. For more on this, see our Talk on Scaling Design Sprints at Interaction18.

Focus on questions Focus on answers

Visionary Engagement Sprint
to onboard people and drive collaboration

Strategy Sprint
to align and devise a direction

Applied Experimentation Sprint
to generate and validate new solutions

Realization Sprint
to develop a shared roadmap

https://vimeo.com/254899142


Enterprise Design Sprint 

We recommend (series of) sprint formats and supporting workstreams based on the challenge definition and applicable flavours.

Typical configurations:

More
People

Longer

Engagement sprint

Assemble a large group of 

stakeholders to tackle a topic

Experimentation sprint

A core team works together to 

develop scenarios or 

prototypes

Fewer 
people

Shorter

Strategy sprint

Decision-makers retreat to 

determine strategic options

Realization sprint

An extended sprint team works 

in groups on implementation 

topics



Enterprise Design Sprint

Excerpt from an Airtable database of sprint activities, connected Stack aspects 

and mapping techniques used for Sprint activity planning.



The mappings developed will be “checked out” into the physical space to work on 

them in sprint groups. This input will then be reflected in updated digital mappings.

Enterprise Design Sprint

The facilitator’s role is to introduce and guide the 
activity using the selected mapping technique



Enterprise Design Sprint

Putting insights from data analysis and 

surveys on the wall to be used as a 

reference for decisions made throughout 

the sprint.

Lightning talk to brief 12 Realization sprint teams on the 

common underlying challenge.

Insights from stakeholder 

interviews and field research 

presented on panels. 

Presented as an overview, then 

left to participants to browse 

details silently.



Enterprise Design Sprint

From a loose idea to a clear vision statement during a Strategy 
Sprint

Scenario writing and sharing 
(Experimentation sprint)



Enterprise Design Sprint

A team visualizing a new workflow using 

Lego and office supply materials

Live sketching for a group discussion 

on success criteria

Co-designing an organizational model 

including roles, tasks and teams to deliver a 

better service.



Enterprise Design Sprint

↑ A branded roadshow, with an open invitation to everyone to 
engage the largest group possible

An exhibition session using standardized content templates and tools near 
the end of a large sprint for attendees to exchange with other groups →



Enterprise Design Sprint

↑ A web or intranet page with visualizations and
discussions on high level topics, and comments for a 
facilitated discussion (here Sharepoint)

↑ An archive of videos or podcasts recorded 
live during the sprints, capturing elaborate 
concepts as narratives while still fresh



The mappings developed in sprint teams (here: Service Blueprints) will be mapped as 

visualization outputs in graphic tools and/or as part of an integrated enterprise model.

Turning sprint activities and tools into mappings



Enterprise Design Scenarios

Opportunities

Solutions

Innovation

Transformation



Enterprise 
Design
System

Systems of Intelligence
Tracing Dynamics in Journeys and 
Segments, using Data and Insights

Systems of Engagement
Sharing of Ideas and Culture, 
Establishing Social Relationships

Systems of Reference
Governing Knowledge on People, 
Transactions, Records and Rules

Systems of Design
Defining Patterns for Processes, 
Self-Organization and Algorithms

Systems of Delivery
Generating Products, Artifacts, 
Spaces and Digital Assets

Blockchain

AI

Chatbot

Social 

Workplace

Repository

SSO

CMS

Websit

e
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